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macromolecules
.



structural biology

In macromolecular crystallography we investigate the form
and function of Biological molecules and their complexes in
order to understand the function of biological systems.

We bring together, Physics, Chemistry, Engineering and
robotics in order to allow the study of the structure of
biological molecules.
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what is a macromolecule?

Its all in the genes
tctgaagctaattaaatgtgctcttaqtctcctgaagcaaagtct→
SEAN*MCS*SPEAKS

DNA codons are converted in to amino-acids, in one
dimension these are polypeptide chains. Then life gets more
complicated. 1

1The conversion steps and the error checking and the regulation…are done
with macromolecular machines.
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why are macromolecules important?

We are all ensembles of macromolecules.
Every living thing, in sickness and in health, are collections of
functioning andmis-functioningmacromolecules. Revealing the
structure and higher order organization of these complexes will
help understand the organism.
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growth of gene data

• The amount of
publicly available
gene data has
doubled about every
18 months since
1982.

• 1982 : 606
sequences

• 2015: 187,066,846
sequences

2
2Data from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/statistics
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the structure of proteins.

Two or more polypeptide chains can come
together to form one functional molecule
with several subunits. The four subunits of
hemoglobin cooperate so that the complex
picks up and delivers more oxygen than is
possible with single subunits.

Tertiary Structure

Many functional proteins fold into a compact
globular shape, with many carbon-rich amino
acids sheltered inside away from the surrounding
water. The folded structure of hemoglobin 
includes a pocket to hold heme, which is the
molecule that carries oxygen as it is transported
throughout the body. 

Hydrogen bonds between amino acids form
two particularly stable structural elements in
proteins: alpha helices and beta sheets.
Alpha helices (shown in blue) are the basic
structural elements found in hemoglobin,
but many other proteins also include beta
sheets. The inset highlights the pattern 
of hydrogen bonds (shown in green) that 
stabilizes alpha helices.

Secondary Structure

What is a

Protein?

Quaternary Structure

www.rcsb.org • info@rcsb.org

Primary Structure

one amino acid

heme

Primary structure is the linear sequence of amino acids as encoded
by the DNA. This sequence defines how the protein will fold and
therefore also defines how it will function. A single change in the
amino acid sequence of hemoglobin can cause the proteins to
clump together, resulting in the disease sickle cell anemia.  

Proteins play countless roles throughout the biological world, from 
catalyzing chemical reactions to building the structures of all living things. 

Despite this wide range of functions all proteins are made out of the
same twenty amino acids, but combined in different ways. The way
these twenty amino acids are arranged dictates the folding of the protein
into its unique final shape. Since protein function is based on the
ability to recognize and bind to specific molecules, having the correct
shape is critical for proteins to do their jobs correctly.

PDB ID: 1hho

The amino
acids don’t just stay in a linear(ish) alignment but fold into
more complex shapes.
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a fundamental idea.

Why do we make the effort?
The structure and organisation of a biological macromolecule
is intimately related to the biological function. Crystallography
happens to be one of the best methods for revealing the struc-
ture. This activity has lead to several Noble prizes, and many
millions of dollars or revenue amongst other things.
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a simple protein (simplified)
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simplified further…
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some atoms may be important

Sulfur atoms displayed according to their atomic radius 11



recognizing atoms

Crambin with the atoms coloured, C=white, N=Blue, O=red, S=yellow. 12



secondary and tertiary structure.

Protein structure contains many types of local structure.
We describe a number of typical structural types as α-helix and
β-sheet, these are created acording the hydrogen bonding prop-
erties of the amino-acids. In general the molecules we ob-
serve are combinations of these two basic forms with loops and
strands connecting them.
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higher order structure of proteins.

What may happen in
folding a biomolecule?
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molecule 1bxw

• some proteins are
almost entirely
β-sheet.

• strands protrude
linking the sheets,
in the model these
strands are
incomplete.

3
3http://www.rcsb.org
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molecule 2fkw

• other proteins are
essentially all
α-helical.

• again the linking
strands are
incomplete in the
model.
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crystal structures.
• The principle method for
determining
macromolecular structures
is crystallography.

• The major source of these
structures is through
synchrotron radiation.

• To understand the
experiments we need to
understand a little
crystallography.

4
4http://biosync.sbkb.org
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nobel 2009

ibosomes are composed of two subunits: a large subunit (PDB
ID 1ffk), shown on the right, and a small subunit (PDB ID 1fka),
shown on the left. Of course, the term “small” is used in a rela-

tive sense here: both the large and the small subunits are huge com-
pared to a typical protein. Both subunits are composed of long strands
of RNA, shown here in orange and yellow, dotted with protein chains,
shown in blue. When synthesizing a new protein, the two subunits lock
together with a messenger RNA trapped in the space between. The ribo-
some then walks down the messenger RNA three nucleotides at a time,
building a new protein piece-by-piece.

RIBOSOME
the factory of protein synthesis

Three structural biologists have won the
2009 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for stud-
ies of the structure and function of the
ribosome–Venkatraman Ramakrishnan
(MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology),
Thomas A. Steitz (Yale University), and
Ada E. Yonath (Weizmann Institute of
Science). The depositions of their first
complete ribosome subunit structures
(1fjg, 1ffk, and 1fka) almost a decade
ago ushered structural biology into a
new era. Since that time, more than 120
ribosome structures consisting of 50S,
30S subunits and complete 70S ribo-
somes have been contributed by these
Nobel scientists. The structures, com-
plexed with and without antibiotics,
tRNAs, mRNAs, initiation factors, and
release factors, provide a basis for under-
standing how the ribosome works and
are useful tools for drug development.

R

RESEARCH COLLABORATORY FOR STRUCTURAL BIOINFORMATICS

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
San Diego Supercomputer Center & Skaggs School of Pharmacy &
Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of California, San Diegowww.pdb.org • info@rcsb.org

Image from the RCSB PDB's Molecule of the Month feature (www.pdb.org)
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nobel 2011

TOLL-LIKE RECEPTORS
frontline for the immune system

The 2011 Nobel Prize in Physiology
or Medicine was divided, one half
jointly to Bruce A. Beutler and Jules
A. Hoffmann for their discoveries 
concerning the activation of innate
immunity and the other half to
Ralph M. Steinman for his discovery
of the dendritic cell and its role in
adaptive immunity.

The PDB contains many examples
of the Toll-like receptors (TLR) that
are involved in the innate immune
system. The role of the TLR shown
was discovered by Bruce Beutler.

The innate immune system is hard-wired to battle common foes: for instance, the
Toll protein in fruit flies specializes in recognizing bacterial and fungal infections.
Our own cells contain 10 proteins similar to Toll, called Toll-like receptors, that
each recognize distinctive molecules from bacteria and viruses. The one shown here
recognizes lipopolysaccharide (shown in red), a molecule found in many bacterial
cell walls. When they find these foreign molecules, our Toll-like receptors mobilize
an inflammatory response that fights the pathogens. This response is very important:
for instance, mice that are deficient in one step of the Toll-like receptor signaling
pathway often die of infections from the normal bacteria found in their mouths.

Illustration and text from the Molecule of the Month (doi: 10.2210/rcsb_pdb/mom_2011_11). Top: 3fxi (B.S. Park, D.H. Song, H.M. Kim, B.-S. Choi, 
H. Lee, J.-O. Lee (2009) Nature 458: 1191-1195), Bottom: 2j67 (T. Nyman, P. Stenmark, S. Flodin, I. Johansson, M. Hammarstrom, P. Nordlund (2008)
J.Biol.Chem. 283: 11861).  

www.pdb.org • info@rcsb.org

RESEARCH COLLABORATORY FOR STRUCTURAL BIOINFORMATICS

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey 
San Diego Supercomputer Center & Skaggs School of Pharmacy & 

Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of California, San Diego
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nobel 2012

www.rcsb.org • info@rcsb.org

The 2012 Nobel Prize in Chemistry was
awarded jointly to Robert J. Lefkowitz
and Brian K. Kobilka for studies of G-
protein-coupled receptors. 

The PDB holds many GPCRs, such as Kobilka's
groundbreaking structure of the β2 adrenergic
receptor-Gs protein complex shown here.

PDB ID 3SN6: S.G. Rasmussen, B.T. DeVree, Y. Zou, A.C. Kruse, K.Y.
Chung, T.S. Kobilka, F.S. Thian, P.S. Chae, E. Pardon, D. Calinski, J.M.
Mathiesen, S.T. Shah, J.A. Lyons, M. Caffrey, S.H. Gellman, J. Steyaert,
G. Skiniotis, W.I. Weis, R.K. Sunahara, B.K Kobilka (2011) Crystal
structure of the β2 adrenergic receptor-Gs protein complex Nature
477:549-555.

The GPCR is in red, and the trimeric G-protein in blue, cyan, and
green. The PDB structure also includes an antibody and lysozyme
(not shown), extra proteins that were added to aid the crystallization
of the notoriously difficult GPCR complex. 

RESEARCH COLLABORATORY FOR STRUCTURAL BIOINFORMATICS

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey 
San Diego Supercomputer Center & Skaggs School of Pharmacy & 

Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of California, San Diego

There are thousands of G-protein-coupled
receptors on our cell surfaces, each waiting
for its own particular messenger molecule.
When the messenger is sensed, the G-protein
associated with the GPCR initiates a chain
reaction that amplifies the signal and yields
an immediate cellular response. Our sense
of sight relies on GPCRs that are sensitive to
light, and our sense of smell is controlled
by a thousand different forms of GPCR,
each recognizing a different odorant mole-
cule. Others are used in the nervous system to
transmit nerve signals. Many widely-used
drugs, such as Prozac, Claritin, and Zoloft,
act by binding to proteins involved in GPCR
signaling. 

Related Resources: 
Molecule of the Month: Adrenergic Receptors
www.rcsb.org/pdb/101/motm.do?momID=100

Molecule of the Month: G Proteins
www.pdb.org/pdb/101/motm.do?momID=58

Author Profile: Brian K. Kobilka, bit.ly/OoCTLX

GPCRs
G-Protein-Coupled Receptors
Signaling across the cell surface
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the properties of a crystal.
.



what is a crystal

What is a crystal?

22



the crystal lattice.

A periodic arrangement of
atoms or molecules in three
dimensions.

23



What is symmetry?
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symmetry?
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more or better symmetry?
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macromolecular crystals.

 

 

About Crystals, Symmetry and Space 
GroupsGroups

 

How can proteins be assembled in a periodic lattice ? p p

A crystal is a periodic arrangement of a motif in a lattice. The motif can be a single atom, 
a small molecule, a protein or any combination thereof. So here is our protein, RGFP 
(Red-Green Fluorescent Protein) serving as a structural motif :  

 

If we just repeat this motif in three dimensions, we have realized the most simple way to j p , p y
form a crystal. Very often the motif, also referred to as to the 'asymmetric unit', is 
subjected to a number of symmetry operations yielding differently oriented copies. Let's 
just use a 2-fold axis for now : 

 

If there are no additional symmetry operations, we have already created the contents of 
the unit cell. The crystal is build from the unit cells arranged into a three-dimensional 
lattice : 

 
the molecules are arranged with (two-fold) symmetry.
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macromolecular crystals.

 

So here is our final crystal of RGFP.  

 

The question arises, how many ways are there to build crystals by combination of 
symmetry operations and lattice translations ? Infinite ? A few 1000 ? Time to look at this
in more detail.  

 

 

 
 

the repeating unit fills the unit–cell.
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macromolecular crystals.
 

So here is our final crystal of RGFP.  

 

The question arises, how many ways are there to build crystals by combination of 
symmetry operations and lattice translations ? Infinite ? A few 1000 ? Time to look at this
in more detail.  

 

 

 
 

creating many units cells enable a crystal to be formed.
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try this

http://proteinformatics.charite.de/ngl/html/
ngl.html
(or search “ngl viewer” )

30
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the reciprocal lattice.

 

Here we see different magnitudes for the lattice points. The largest spot is at the origin 
corresponding to F(000) which we know already is the sum of all electrons in the unitcorresponding to F(000), which we know already is the sum of all electrons in the unit 
cell. The reflection itself is at zero diffraction angle, i.e., in the primary beam path and 
not observable. Now, where do we expect all the other diffraction spots to appear?  

 

 

Ewald construction 

A most useful means to understand the occurrence of diffraction spots is the Ewald 
construction. Let's begin slowly: We draw a sphere of radius 1/λ, in the center of which 
we imagine the real crystal. The origin of the reciprocal lattice (RL, see above) lies in the 
transmitted beam, at the edge of the Ewald sphere.  

 

The observed intensity I of the diffraction spots can be thought of as corresponding to the ’size’ of the reciprocal
lattice point ( I(hkl) is proportional to |F(hkl)|2). Clearly, either depends on the contents of the unit cell

31



f(000)

What is the magnitude of
the F(000) reflection? Have
a guess…
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atomic and molecular scattering.

The scattering from an atom in a regular structure may be
calculated.

fhkl = fjexp
[
2πi

(
hxj + kyj + lzj

)]
Where the fj represents the scattering from an individual atom.
The (h, k, l) represent the Bragg lattice, and the fractional
coordinates take care of the phase.

To consider a crystal we will need to consider all the atoms in
the molecule.

Fhkl =
∑
atoms

fjexp
[
2πi

(
hxj + kyj + lzj

)]
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the fourier transform

Fhkl =
∫
V
ρ (x, y, z) exp

[
+2πi

(
hxj + kyj + lzj

)]
dV

The structure factor Fhkl, is related to the electron–density
within a volume V via a Fourier transform.

ρ (x, y, z) = 1
V

∞∑
h=−∞

∑
k

∑
l
Fhklexp

[
−2πi

(
hxj + kyj + lzj

)]
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data collection.
.



the goal of the diffraction experiment

The goal of the experiment is to determine ρ(x,y,z), the electron
density for all x, y, z in the unit cell. With this achieved we can
interpret the electron density in terms of the chemical and
structural prior knowledge of the molecules.

• What we measure in the experiment is I(hkl) ∝ |F(hkl)|2

• What we still need is ϕ(hkl) - this is the phase problem of
crystallography.
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the phase problem

Ao 

0  2 

φ 

λ 

Ao 

Ar 

Ai 

Phase 
angle φ 

why a problem?
The detectors we use measure intensity only, not phase. The
phase is related to the (fractional) distance of an atom for one
of the crystallographic planes. Without the phases the Fourier
transform is problematic.
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how to collect diffraction data

• put your crystal in the beam.
• make sure it stays in the beam at all orientations.
• where the Bragg condition is satisfied diffraction orders
may be seen

Bragg’s Law

2dsinθ = nλ
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the diffraction experiment

x-rays 

A 

F 

A 

Bragg’s Law is obeyed and diffraction occurs when a vector of
length 1/d(hkl), that is perpendicular to the lattice planes. (hkl)
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the rotation method

The planes of spots in reciprocal space appear as circles of
spots on an area-sensitive x-ray detector. If the crystal is
rotated more (different) spots obey Bragg’s Law and the circles
become lunes.

40



a small reality check
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relationship molecule to cell to diffraction.

Notice (1) The symmetry, and (2) how the continuous diffraction pattern of
one molecule (b) is “sampled” by the lattice of diffraction points.
Taylor and Lipson, Optical Transforms, 1964
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What will the diffraction
pattern during a data
collection look like?
Explain your thinking.
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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diffraction pattern
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What happened during the
experiment?
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what can go right or wrong?
.



diffraction from crystals.

overemphasized, as shown by the award of several
Nobel Prizes for work that involved crystallographic
studies by at least one of the recipients. Deisenhofer
et al. [30] determined the structure of the photosynthetic
reaction center, Jiang et al. [31,32] studied water and
ion channels and Rasmussen et al. [33] investigated
structural and biological properties of G-protein-cou-
pled receptors. The latter studies, in particular, required
very extensive modification of the receptors utilizing
monoclonal antibodies, nanobodies and fusion with T4
lysozyme [34–36]. Useful crystals could not be obtained
without such modifications. The question always
remains regarding how these modifications affect our
biological analysis of macromolecular structures.

X-ray sources used in crystallographic
experiments

Macromolecular crystallography relies almost exclu-
sively on the scattering of X-rays by the electrons in

the molecules constituting the investigated sample.
Scattering of particles, such as neutrons or electrons, is
also used to investigate macromolecular crystals,
although only a small fraction (< 0.1%) of the pub-
lished macromolecular structures have been deter-
mined this way and they are not discussed here
further. It should be emphasized, however, that those
methods, although experimentally much more demand-
ing, provide extremely valuable information. Neutron
scattering, for example, informs about the coordinates
of hydrogen atoms (often crucial to the understanding
of the functioning of macromolecules), which are very
rarely directly located by the X-ray experiments (owing
to their minute contribution to the electron cloud)
[37,38].

The sources of X-rays used for crystallographic
experiments and the methods of their detection have
undergone dramatic changes and improvements during
the more than a century since R€ontgen’s discovery.
For most of that period, X-rays were generated in

A

D E

B C

Fig. 1. A challenge: try to match the crystals with their diffraction patterns. Would you be able to match two out of the three crystals

shown in (A), (B) and (C) with the X-ray diffraction patterns in (D) and (E)? The answer: the best diffraction pattern (D) was recorded for the

ugliest specimen (C). The good looking crystal shown in (B) gave very poor diffraction (E), and the perfect looking crystals in (A) gave no

diffraction at all (not shown). (A) Crystals of M. truncatula serine/threonine protein kinase. (B) Crystal of survivin B from X. laevis. (C) Crystal

of a synthetic Z-DNA dodecamer. (D) Diffraction image taken from the top part of the crystal of Z-DNA dodecamer shown in (D). The data

(to 0.75 "A resolution) were obtained with a PILATUS detector at the NE-CAT beamline of the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National

Laboratory, IL, USA). (E) Diffraction image of survivin B taken for the crystal shown in (B) with an ADSC Quantum315 detector at the SBC-

CAT beamline of the Advanced Photon Source. Only a few weak low-resolution reflections can be seen in the inset. The ring beyond the

4 "A mark is a result of ice and indicates problems with cryo-cooling of this crystal.

5708 FEBS Journal 280 (2013) 5705–5736 ª 2013 FEBS

Protein crystallography for aspiring crystallographers A. Wlodawer et al.

Which of these crystals give the best diffraction?
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diffraction from crystals.
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5708 FEBS Journal 280 (2013) 5705–5736 ª 2013 FEBS

Protein crystallography for aspiring crystallographers A. Wlodawer et al.

C gives D to better than atomic resolution. B gives E very low
resolution. A gave no diffraction at all! 5
5Wlodawer et–al, FEBS Journal 280 (2013) 5705–5736
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order of magnitude q.

An orthorhombic crystal form of a protein

• Has a unit cell of 45 Å, 55 Å, 50 Å.
• How many unit cells will be illuminated by a 10µm x-ray
beam?

• suppose the unit cell dimensions are 250Å, 255Å, 350Å and
the beam 1µm ?
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relationship molecule to cell to diffraction.

Notice (1) The symmetry, and (2) how the continuous
diffraction pattern of one molecule (b) is “sampled” by the
lattice of diffraction points.
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intensity or phases?

Which is more important
intensity or phase? Why?
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ducks and cats

Animal MagicAnimal Magic

• Here is our old friend; the Fourier Duck, and his Fourier transform:    

• And here is a new friend; the Fourier Cat and his Fourier transform:

Animal MagicAnimal Magic

• Here is our old friend; the Fourier Duck, and his Fourier transform:    

• And here is a new friend; the Fourier Cat and his Fourier transform:
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phase magic, mixing cats and ducks.

Animal Magicg
• Now we will mix them up. Let us combine the the magnitudes from the 

Duck transform with the phases from the Cat transform. (You can see the 
b i h f h d k d h l f h ) If h fbrightness from the duck and the colours from the cat). If we then transform 
the mixture, we get the following:

• We can do the same thing the other way round. Using the 
magnitudes from the Cat transform and the phases from the Duck 
transform, we get:

Note
The image which contributed the phases is still visible, whereas
the image which contributed the magnitudes has gone
6
6http://www.ysbl.york.ac.uk/ cowtan/fourier/magic.html
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a challenge.

The crystallographic experiment.
In a X-ray diffraction experiment, we collect only the diffrac-
tion magnitudes, and not the phases. Unfortunately the phases
contain the bulk of the structural information. So in addition to
collection all the intensities possible we need to estimate the
phase as accurately as possible.
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resolving the phase problem.
.



molecular replacement

• If there exists a structure that is similar enough
• Position it within the unit cell to get best agreement with
the x-ray data.

• Calculate phases from the model and combine with the
experimental intensities.
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What could go wrong?
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experimental phase determination.

Two principle methods:

• Multiple (or single) isomporphous replacement.
• Anomalous dispersion methods.
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isomorphous replacement.

The basic idea

• Add another atom that has enough electrons to
significantly change the scattering.

• If the addition doesn’t change the cell (too much) or the
molecule’s orientation (too much)

• Compare the data with and without the “heavy atom”
• The position of this heavy atom allows an estimate of its
phase to be made.

• Allows estimation of the protein phases.
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anomalous dispersion methods
The atomistic scattering factor is wavelength dependent.

• scattering factor of an atom depends on energy -
absorption edges…

• suitable changes can be measured - in general the
changes are small.

• symmetry related reflections will be different: Bijvoet
differences

• changes of wavelength will induce “significant” change in
scattering for some atoms: Dispersive diferences

• The chief problem is that the signal is at about the level of
the noise in the data.
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the signal

21% SeMet incorporation!

http://bl831.als.lbl.gov/~jamesh/powerpoint/
anomalous_challenge.pptx 
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the signal

22% SeMet incorporation!

http://bl831.als.lbl.gov/~jamesh/powerpoint/
anomalous_challenge.pptx 
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evolution at nsls.

85



the opportunity of a brave new world
Making use of the potential at NSLS-II.
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where one of the new challenges lies
Making use of the potential at NSLS-II.

Dose Rate (Gy/s)

T
im

e
 t
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im

it
 (

m
s
)

(SLS X10SA)

(ESRF ID29)

(APS 23ID-D)

(DLS 24ID)

(PETRA-III P14)

(SPRING8 BL32XU)

AMX
LIX

Possible future 
APS or ESRF
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this will also be one.

Making small beams is now “easy”. But You need to know how
to use it! 88



max. tolerable x–ray dose.

Theoretical Dose Limit.

• Dose is measured in Gy = J/Kg
• Henderson: 2x107Gy
• Garman: 4.3x107Gy

ref
Henderson(1999) Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B241, 6-8
Owen, Rudiño-Piñera and Garman PNAS(2006), 103, 4912–17
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indications of radiation damage.

• Mosaicity (generally increases)
• Discrepancy between (partial) data sets increases.
• Noise in data sets increases.
• Specific structural changes or disorder will be observed in
maps.

• The unit cell changes
• I/σ(I)
• resolution limit of the data.
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atomic movements.

• Damage is specific.
• disulphide bonds break.
• Decarboxylation of acidic amino acids.
• Active sites are disrupted.
• Tyrosine hydroxyl group lost.

This is not primary damage alone! Secondary events including
diffusion are implicated.
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manifestations of radiation damage.

Examples include:

• Incomplete data from the crystal or part of.
• Specific structural changes.
• Wrong Biological interpretation.
• Structure determination fails. Probably due to structural
changes during the experiment Leading to
non–isomorphism within the data.
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so why should you bother?
My opinion is

• We are far from exploiting the potential of modern
sources.

• Beamlines need to improve the precision with which we
can measure diffraction data.

• Detectors need better correction and uniformity.
• Better understanding of isomorphism (esp. in partial
datasets)

• We need to perform “better” experiments.
• Analysis software will need to improve.
• Automation will make some of these problems tractable.
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summary
.



summary

ρ (x, y, z) = 1
V

∞∑
h=−∞

∑
k

∑
l
Fhklexp

[
−2πi

(
hxj + kyj + lzj

)]

• Solve the electron density equation which reveals the
contents of the crystal.

• The diffraction pattern provides data on the positions and
intensities of the reflections.

• Intensities I(hkl) are proportional to the square of the
structure factor magnitudes

∣∣F(hkl)∣∣2
• F(hkl) is the vector sum of the scattering factors of all the
atoms in the unit cell.
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summary
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summary
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david s. goodsell, 2002
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